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Quantemol-N: an expert system for performingeletron moleule ollision alulations using theR-matrix methodJonathan Tennyson, Daniel B. Brown, James J Munro, Iryna Rozum,Hemal N Varambhia and Natalia ViniDepartment of Physis and Astronomy, University College London, Gower St., London WC1E6BT, UKE-mail: j.tennyson�ul.a.ukAbstrat. The R-matrix method has been widely employed to ab initio alulations on alarge variety of problems related to eletron moleule sattering. The UK Moleular R-matrixCode, whih are a synthesis between odes designed for quantum hemistry and eletron atomsattering alulations, has proved partiularly popular for these studies but is diÆult for thenon-speialist to use. The Quantemol-N software environment is designed for sientists witha minimal knowledge of sattering theory or quantum hemistry to use without the need of aomplex and dediated training. Their use is illustrated for low energy eletron ollisions withsilane.1. IntrodutionEletron ollisions with atoms and moleules are the major physial interation determiningthe behaviour of all plasmas. Low energy eletron ollisions with moleules our naturallyin a number of astrophysial environments, in the upper atmosphere, in lightning bolts andwithin the body as a result of radiation damage [1℄. From a tehnial perspetive suh ollisionsare important in many appliations inluding lighting, spark plugs and lasers. Furthermoreeletron indued reations in both gaseous and ondensed phases initiate and drive the basihemial proesses in di�erent regimes from industrial plasmas used for ething to damage inliving tissues. For example, eletron indued reations underpin most of the multi-billion dollarmodern superondutor industry sine it is those reative fragments produed by eletron impatof the ething gases that reat diretly with the silion substrate.For many eletron moleule problems it is diÆult to make the relevant measurementsin the laboratory. There is thus an inreasing demand for omputational proedures forobtaining reliable estimated ross setion and rates for key proesses. There are probably threestate-of-the-art ab initio methods for treating low-energy eletron moleule ollisions inludingeletroni exitation (see [2℄). These are the Kohn variational method, the Shwinger variationalmethod and the R-matrix method. Of these the R-matrix method [3℄ is the most widely used[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11℄.The most advaned and the most widely used R-matrix odes are the UK moleular R-matrix odes [12℄. These have been developed over a period of about 30 years from a number of
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sientists based at Queen's University Belfast, Daresbury Laboratory, Royal Holloway Collegeand, most reently, University College London. This projet has been extensively supported byUK Collaborative Computational Projet 2 (CCP2) on ontinuum states of atoms and moleules.The UK R-matrix odes are very exible. Besides the basi eletron ollision problemthey have been adapted to �nd (di�use) bound states [13, 14℄, ompute di�erential andmomentum transfer ross setions (eg [15℄), treat rotational [16, 17, 18, 19℄ and vibrational[20, 21, 22℄ exitation, obtain resonane parameters, quantum defets and branhing ratios[23, 24, 25, 26, 27℄, treat dissoiative reombination both using a omplete non-adiabatimethod [28℄ and in tandem with multihannel quantum defet theory [29℄, study photoionisation[30, 31℄ and proesses in intense laser �elds [32, 33℄, and ollisions with moleules physisorbedon surfaes [34, 35℄. The odes have reently been extended to treat higher energies [36℄,larger moleules [37℄, eletronially and more hallenging problems [38, 39℄. They havealso been used for ollisions with positrons [40, 41℄. The odes are freely available, seehttp://www.tampa.phys.ul.a.uk/rmat/, but an only be used suessfully by experienedsientists. The Quantemol-N software system has been developed to address this problem:it both gives an expert interfae for the nonspeialist to perform ab initio eletron-moleulesattering alulations and also provides a training tool for those wishing to learn about suhalulations.In this paper we report on the Quantemol-N pakage using the silane (SiH4) moleule as aprototypial example. Eletron sattering from silane is important for plasma ething [42℄ andhas therefore been well studied in the laboratory both from an experimental [43, 44, 45, 46, 47℄and a theoretial [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54℄ stand-point.2. The R-matrix MethodUse of the R-matrix method for the treatment of ab initio eletron atom and eletron moleulesattering has been omprehensively disussed elsewhere [3, 55℄ and will only be outlined brieyhere. The basi idea of this approah is the division of on�guration spae into two regions bya sphere of radius a about the moleular entre-of-mass. The sphere should be big enough toenlose the harge of the N -eletron target moleule. Inside the sphere it is neessary to onsidereletron exhange and eletron-eletron orrelation e�ets and this is done by adapting quantumhemistry odes [12℄; outside the sphere suh e�ets are negleted and the sattering eletron isassumed to move only in the potential given by the target. The outer region problem thus hassome similarity to, but is signi�antly more ompliated than, the same problem for an atomitarget.In the inner region, the wave funtion of the (N + 1)-eletron sattering system is given by	k = AXi;j ai;j;k�i(1; : : : ; N)Fi;j(N + 1) +Xi bi;k�i(1; : : : ; N + 1) ; (1)where A is the anti-symmetrisation operator, Fi;j are ontinuum orbitals [55℄ and �i are two-entre L2 funtions onstruted from N -eletron `target' orbitals. �i represents the wavefuntion of the ith target state and itself may be represented as a on�guration interation(CI) expansion. The variational oeÆients in (1) are obtained by diagonalising the inner regionHamiltonian matrix whih is often the rate determining step in the alulation.How expansion (1) is built has fairly subtle e�ets on the sattering model [56℄ whih requiresspeial programming to be implemented eÆiently [38℄. The standard way of performing a CItarget alulation is to use a omplete ative spae CI (CASCI) as this model keeps a balanebetween the target and sattering alulations [56℄. In this model the valene eletrons aredistributed freely amongst subset of \valene" orbitals.In the polyatomi version of the UK R-matrix odes [57℄, the target and the ontinuumorbitals are represented by Gaussian Type Orbitals (GTOs) and the integrals are generated
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Figure 1. Panel 1: moleule de�nition.using Alml�of and Taylor's Sweden Moleule pakage [58℄. A major advantage of the R-matrixmethod is that this inner region problem is solved independent of the eletron sattering energy;therefore repeated alulations at di�erent sattering energies are omputationally heap.The R-matrix itself provides the link between the inner and outer regions. In pratise it isthen usually propagated in the outer region potential [59℄ until solutions an be mathed withasymptoti funtions whih are usually obtained from a Gailitis expansion [60℄.3. The Quantemol-N approahIn the pratial implementation of the R-matrix method the user has to make a large number ofhoies overing issues suh as implementation of symmetry rules, target basis set, ontinuumbasis set, R-matrix radius, type and number of target orbitals to retain in both the CI andas virtual orbitals, target CI representation, CI model for the sattering problem, refereneon�gurations for eah of these CI expansions, deletion threshold for the ontinuum orbitals,sattering grid, R-matrix propagation radius, resonane �tting and so forth. This, ombinedwith a rather old fashioned user interfae, makes the odes tehnially demanding to use. Forthis reason we have developed an expert system, Quantemol-N, whih provides the user withboth a friendly and intuitive graphial user interfae, and a set of programs whih either takesdeisions on the issues listed above or provides a limited menu of hoies for the user. The aimof this software is to make ab initio eletron-moleule sattering alulations aessible to thenon-speialist. As we have disovered by experiene, Quantemol-N also makes it muh easierand quiker for speialists to perform suh alulations.Quantemol-N is menu driven. Figures 1{7 show the series of menu sreens the user ompletesto initiate and perform a alulation. The �rst panel, Fig. 1, is for speifying the hemialomposition and symmetry of the moleule. Like the underlying R-matrix odes, Quantemol-N will only handle Abelian point groups whih means that the highest allowable point groupsymmetry is D2h. Other possible point group symmetries are D2, C2v, Cs, C2 and Ci and, ofourse, no symmetry.The seond sreen, see Fig. 2, deals the target geometry. Cartesian oordinates in Angstroms
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Figure 2. Panel 2: oordinate entry.

Figure 3. Panel 3: symmetry de�nition. The example shows silane in its equilibrium geometrywith the symmetry operations for the C2v point group.are entered for symmetry unique atoms only. These geometries an be read diretly from theoutput of various standard quantum hemistry odes inluding GAMESS, Gaussian 94, 98 and03. Equilibrium geometries for most ommonly ourring moleules an be found on the web[61℄.One the geometry has been spei�ed Quantemol-N uses program jmol [62℄ to display the
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Figure 4. Panel 4: eletroni struture spei�ation. The example shows the ground stateon�guration of silane in C2v symmetry.moleule with the symmetry operations imposed on it, see Fig. 3. This provides an importantvisual hek for the user that all is well.The fourth (Fig. 4) and �fth (Fig. 5) sreens deal with eletroni struture issues and themodel used for the target, and by impliation, the sattering alulation. Here the user suppliesthe ground state on�guration of the target and hooses between using a Self Consistent Field(SCF) and CI target alulations. The number of target states for the CI alulations is de�nedby the user. Only target states with the vertial exitation energies below a user-spei�ed uto�energy are kept. The CASCI spae in the CI alulation is automatially hosen aordingto the �rst maximum energy di�erene between virtual moleular orbitals. Frozen moleularorbitals are de�ned by the �rst maximum energy di�erene between valene moleular orbitals.A further restrition on the size of the problem is introdued for eletron rih or large moleulesby freezing more orbitals and/or eletrons in order to derease the size of the alulations.The target basis set is seleted, usually from the library supplied by the program. Thislibrary ontains 6-31G, 6-31G� and 6-311G� GTO basis for all atoms up to Cl, and for Ca andCu. Other basis sets (DZP, TZP, -pVTZ et) are de�ned for various atoms, partiularly H.There is a user option to import other basis sets obtained from GTO basis set libraries [63℄. Theontinuum basis GTO set [64℄ is automatially hosen by the program aording to the hargestate of the target and the seleted R-matrix radius.The �nal input sreen, Fig. 6, deals with the outer region alulation. The number of targetstates per symmetry to be inluded in the alulation (defaulted as one for a CI target) an bealtered here. The R-matrix radius, default 10 a0, and energy grid, default 0.1 eV to 10 eV insteps of 0.02 eV, are set. The last panel before the alulations start, Fig. 7, gives a summaryof the parameters and saves them for use in a future alulation.Quantemol-N generates vertial exitation energies and graphs of eigenphase sums (Fig. 8),elasti (Fig. 9) and inelasti ross setions and rates (Fig. 11). Resonanes are automatiallydeteted and �tted to give their position and width. All this data is of ourse also written tosimple text �les to failitate further analysis.
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Figure 5. Panel 5: target model spei�ation.

Figure 6. Panel 6: spei�ation of the sattering parameters.
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Figure 7. Panel 7: alulation de�nition �le, a summary of the parameters input in the previouswindows.4. Sample alulationTest alulations for many moleules have been performed using the Quantemol-N ode eg[65, 66℄. Suh tests are stored and therefore the programme omes with an extensive, andinreasing, set of sample alulations. Here we present results for low-energy eletron ollisionswith silane.Calulations were performed for silane in its tetrahedral equilibrium geometry whihorresponds to an Si-H distane of 2.80 a0. A variety of test alulations were performedinluding the use of target basis sets 6{31G, 6{31G� and 6{311G� and C2 instead of C2vsymmetry. These all gave essentially the same results. Calulations were repeated for twoof the Quantemol-N default models: stati exhange (SE) and lose-oupling (CC). In bothases the results presented are for a 6{31G target basis and two target states per symmetry;other parameters orrespond to the default settings.The SE model uses an SCF ground state wavefuntion as the only state in the lose-ouplingexpansion and does not allow for target polarisation. The SE model misses muh of the essentialphysis, espeially at low energies, but besides omputational simpliity it is also has theadvantage that it does not su�er from arti�ial resonanes at higher energies whih are a featureof CC methods. Furthermore the SE model is well de�ned and is therefore useful for omparingbetween odes. Our SE alulations used an R-matrix radius a = 10 a0, and retained one virtualorbital of eah symmetry in the sattering basis, where available, to allow for short-range e�etsomitted by the ontinuum orbitals. We used the ontinuum orbitals of Faure et al [64℄, whihinlude up to g (` = 4) symmetry funtions. In the outer region the R-matrix was propagatedto 100.1 a0.The CC model di�ers from the SE model in that it is based upon a Complete Ative Spae(CAS) CI target wave funtions in whih the Si 1s eletrons are frozen and all on�gurationgenerated by distributing the remaining 16 eletrons among the 12 lowest orbitals are used inthe CI expansion. In ompat notation, and remembering that the alulation is being performedin C2v symmetry, this CAS-CI an be written:
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Figure 8. Quantemol-N graphial output: Eigenphases for a 16-state lose-oupling alulationfor silane performed in C2v symmetry.1a21 (2a1 3a1 4a1 5a1 6a1 1b1 2b1 3b1 1b2 2b2 3b2)16The lowest two states for eah symmetry were retained in the CC expansion: this gives 16 statesin all when both singlet and triplet symmetries are aounted for. In our model the 15 exitedstates lie between 10.26 and 11.66 eV above the 1A1 ground state.Figure 12 ompares the present results with those obtained previously. Our SE alulationsare in omplete agreement with those of Winstead and MKoy [51℄ who performed Shwingervariational alulations on silane using the same model. Our CC alulations agree well withthe Kohn variational alulations of Sun et al [53℄ exept at low energies. Sun et al used anoptial potential rather than CC expansion to model target polarisation e�ets. It an be seenthat our CC are alulations are in exellent agreement with the experiments of Sueoko et al[47℄ over the entire energy range onsidered.Another property of low-energy eletron-silane sattering is the presene of a Ramsauer-Townsend minimum in the total ross setion. This minimum is absent in SE alulations,whih neglet e�ets due to polarisation of the target harge loud, as it is the result of a subtleanellation between the multipole potential and polarisability. Table 1 ompares alulatedvalues with the experimental value of Ohmari et al [43℄; again our CC value is in very goodagreement with the value inferred experimentally suggesting that this model provides a good abinitio treatment of polarisation e�ets, at least at low sattering energies.
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Figure 9. Quantemol-N graphial output: Elasti ross setions for a 16-state lose-ouplingalulation for silane performed in C2v symmetry.Table 1. Position of the Ramsauer-Townsend minimum in various alulations and theexperiment of Ohmari et al [43℄.Model Position/eVSun et al (1992) [53℄ 0.30Jain and Thompson (1987) [48℄ 0.50Ohmari et al (1986) [43℄ 0.35This work, 6-31G (CC) 0.405. ConlusionsThe R-matrix method has proved to be highly suessful for treating a variety of ollisionproblems in atomi and moleular physis [3℄. In partiular the UK moleular R-matrix odeshave beome widely used for the treatment of low (and now intermediate [36℄) energy eletron-moleule sattering. We have developed an expert system, Quantemol-N, for running theseodes. Quantemol-N is designed so that ab initio eletron-moleule sattering alulations anbe performed by the non-speialist. As we demonstrate with the results for eletron-silaneollisions presented here and by results published elsewhere [65, 66℄, the ode is apable ofgiving exellent results with little more input than a knowledge of the equilibrium geometry ofthe target moleule. Further information on Quantemol-N an be found at www.quantemol.om.
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